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The only purpose-built

              solution for teams handling

              account garnishments,

              levies, subpoenas, and

              document requests.

            
          

          
            
              CUSTOMERS ARE SAVING
30-60
                Minutes
per matterHere's How
                
                  
                
              

              Customers save time by automating manual tasks like routing, notification, correspondence, and document delivery.
                
                  WATCH THE VIDEO
                
              

            
            
            
              AND COLLECTING
$100+
                per subpoena 
responseHere's How
                
                  
                
              

              With Safari’s automatic invoice generation and collection paywall, customers recover more with no manual work.
                
                  WATCH THE VIDEO
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              What We Do
          

        

        
          

        

      

      
      
        
          
          
            
              
                Quickly Resolve Routine, High-Volume Matters
              

              
                
                  For most companies, routine matters like subpoenas and levies make up the greatest number of served documents. But until now, there was no software designed for these high-volume matters. Safari is that purpose-built solution.
                   MORE
                    
                      
                    
                  
                

              

            

            
              
                SOLUTION
Subpoena Response
              

              
                
                  Safari offers one place to store documents, automate manual processes, track matter details, centralize internal communications and correspondence, securely deliver responsive documents, generate an invoice, and collect payment.
                   MORE
                    
                      
                    
                  
                

              

            

            
              
                SOLUTION
Account Garnishment
              

              
                
                  In one solution, track deadlines, capture details specific to the process (like account information, amounts seized, and payment dates), enforce compliance with your garnishment policies, and guide the workflow from asset seizure through payment.
                  MORE
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          See what Safari can do for your routine, high-volume matters... like 3rd-party subpoena response.

          

        

      

    
    
    
      
        
          
            

          

          
            
              Join companies
large and small
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          Hear how Safari has transformed Mountain America's subpoena response process.
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                  WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR

                  ABC Supply's law department recovers subpoena response costs... Read
                    
                      
                    
                  

                  
                  
                    “With Safari’s cost recovery features, we’re collecting more in one month than we did in the past 16 years.”
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                      TYLER WILLIAMS

                      Associate General Counsel,

                      ABC Supply
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                  CREDIT UNIONS

                  Logix and Mountain America transformed their process... Read
                    
                      
                    
                  

                  
                  
                    "With Safari, we've eliminated tracking in spreadsheets and automated our subpoena response processes."
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                      NICK MITCHELL

                      VP, Legal Affairs

                      Logix Federal Credit Union
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                  LARGE EMPLOYER

                  Red Robin reduced the burden of responding to subpoenas... Read
                    
                      
                    
                  

                  
                  
                    "Prior to Safari, responding to subpoenas took a lot of effort, and we knew we were leaving money on the table.”
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                      CHRISTINA SANTANGELO

                      Litigation Manager

                      Red Robin
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            CFPB’s garnishment order makes a muddle of law and procedure
How will the ruling and $10 million penalty against BofA impact your account garnishment process?

            Read the article
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            Safari SOP Reinvents Legal Workflows Again
             
Legal solution is the first and only purpose-built system for subpoena response and account garnishment processing

            Read the article
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            Third-Party Subpoenas Cost Companies Big Money… This Helps Them Carve Some Of That Back
Learn how Safari simplifies subpoena response and cost recovery

            Read the article
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        Learn more

        
        Subpoena Response
        Account Garnishment
        Visit the Watering Hole
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              Safari is the industry's first cloud-based Served Document Management (SDM) system. Streamline the work involved in receiving, reviewing, responding, and delivering routine subpoenas and other information requests all from one secure, online application.
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            Go Seahawks!
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